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Abstract: This paper introduces a 1:3 scale tower yarder modeled on the Owren T400. The yarder was
developed in Norway to promote steep terrain logging activity by increasing awareness through
demonstrations at exhibitions and field days, to contribute to the theoretical and practical training of new
logging crews, both with regard to rigging and operation, and finally, to be used as a research and
development tool for testing new working methods and auxiliary equipment. Results from a comparative
study of three people with differing levels of experience showed that both a beginner, and a part-time
machine operator, rapidly approached the time consumption and line tension profiles of an expert. The
risk of total system failure is high for early stage operators of cable yarders. Eliminating tension ‘spikes’
through training on the mini-yarder is likely to prove valuable in preventing downtime, reducing the risk
of accidents, and increasing yarder productivity.
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1 Introduction
Recently, the Norwegian government has advocated an increase in forest based activity, partly to
stimulate rural economies, to maintain cultural landscapes, and to contribute to timber and renewable
energy feedstocks. At 9 million m3 per annum, Norway harvests less than 30% of the annual forest
growth, and the standing volume of timber has doubled over the past century.
Since the early 1990s, interest in steep terrain logging in Norway has waned significantly, in line with
falling real timber prices, increasing costs of infrastructure, and increases in the level of affluence in
society at large. In this period, cable yarding activity has accounted for less than 1% of the annual cut. In
the meantime, considerable volumes of timber are coming online for harvesting in steep terrain (> 40%
slope), more than 70 million m3 in the coastal region and 40 million m3 in the inland region within the
next 20 to 30 years (Vennesland et al., 2006). Present operating capacity in the country is less than
100 000 m3 per year (roughly 15 000 m3 per yarder on average). Many of the skilled crews of earlier
times have gone into retirement, leaving only a sparse distribution of individuals with potential knowhow in contributing to any future upswing.
Any noticeable increase in activity in steep terrain would require (i) vastly increased awareness of the
existence of the work opportunities in local areas (ii) a marked increase in recruitment of human
resources into the sector (iii) a need for more research into the productivity, ergonomics, economics and
systems configurations in cable yarding under these conditions, and (iv) capacity building and vocational
training of cable yarder crews.
In an effort to counter this, the specialist machine company Trygve Owren AS received project funding to
develop a true scale 1:3 version of their Owren 400 tower yarder. The Owren 400 is a popular yarder in
the boreal zone, and can be used as both a fixed or a running skyline. Heinimann et al.(2001) provide a
comprehensive categorisation of yarder types and functions. The ‘mini’ yarder, with its retractable 3 m
tower, is mounted on a fully contained standard car trailer, brutto mass is 1350 kg.. Including trailer and
frame, the top of the tower is 4.3 metres above the ground. It is fitted with drums for the strawlines and
guy lines, as well mainline, haulback lines, skyline and slackpulling line (fig. 1). Technical drum capacity
on the skyline is 192 m of 6 mm cable, though in practice only 150 m are installed. The mainline and
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haul-bback line are 4 mm, allowing 400 m inn normal operrating conditio
ons. The wincches are electtrically
powerred by a 15kV
VA generator. The line speeed has not beeen tested speciifically but is estimated at 0.75
0 m
s-1 in the centre off the drum. While
W
it is dessigned for use as a runnin
ng skyline sysstem (the systtem of
choicee in Norwegiian conditionss), it can alsoo be used in a static skyline configurattion (i.e. also has a
skylinne drum).

Figure 1: The traileer mounted Ow
wren mini 400 yarder
y

Trainiing of new yaarder operatorss is a somewhhat risky busin
ness. Given th
he high cost off tower yarderrs, and
the neeed to keep thhem working productively,
p
any operator training tradittionally takes place under normal
n
workiing conditionss, which by deefinition are hhigh risk zoness for early traiining. Suddenn tension spik
kes can
break the rigging, uproot
u
tailspaars, or snap onne of the liness, while uncon
ntrolled downnhill yarding poses
p
a
signifficant threat too the tower and
a crew beloow the load. Therefore, there is a recoggnised need to
o train
cable yarding crew
ws offsite, bu
ut in similar conditions – especially in developingg motoric skills for
smootther operationn. For ground
d based harvessting systems,, simulators have been avaiilable and imp
proved
upon since the 1980s. Ovaskaineen (2005) usedd 6 skilled maachine operato
ors to test the sense of ‘reallity’ of
a harvvester simulattor, and found that while tthere was gen
nerally good correspondennce on method
ds and
controols, the visuaal environmen
nt caused a nuumber of disccrepancies. Ho
owever, they have been found to
greatlly advance leaarning, especiaally in the inittial stages. The
T learning cu
urve for foresst machine opeerators
has been shown too follow a sig
gmoidal imprrovement over a long perio
od. In a studdy of 32 opeerators,
Purfürrst (2010) shoowed that the majority begaan their careerr at 50-60% of
o what wouldd become theirr mean
perforrmance. He found
fo
that an average operrator reaches the
t end of thee learning phhase of work after
a
9
monthhs.
2 Aim
m
The m
main objectivee of this paperr is to presentt a quantitativee evaluation of
o the Owren 4400 tower yarrder as
a trainning tool. How
wever, the pap
per also discussses recruitmeent and other aspects of yarrder training such
s
as
rigginng and functioonality.
3 Maaterial and Methods
The m
main objectivee of the study
y is to assesss how the Ow
wren 400 minii works as a training tool. Five
subjeccts participateed in a 3 day training proggramme. We tested
t
learning
g progress of two of the su
ubjects
againsst the instructor. The two
o subjects haad varying baackground exp
perience withh forestry macchines.
Subjeect A was a forestry studentt with experiennce as a forwarder and excavator operatoor. Subject B was a
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doctorral student without
w
previou
us experiencee. Subject C was
w the instru
uctor, who haad roughly 30
0 years
experience with fulll scale Owren
n yarders, andd was used as the
t control (taable 1).

Table 1: Dettails of the 3 su
ubjects tested

Subject

Year of birtth

Occup
pation

Preevious exposuure

A

1987

Underggrad. Student

Forrwarder /excavvator operatorr
– 15 min. on sim
mulator

B

1970

Doctorral student

5 min.
m on simulaator

C

1951

Professsional instructtor

Unllimited

The trraining includded all aspectss of yarder woork, where thee rigging is especially impoortant. This in
nvolves
a series of activitiees requiring special
s
skills aand theoreticaal knowledge. Rigging andd down riggin
ng was
carrieed out before and
a after each session, and pperformance was
w also studiied but is not rreported here..
3.1 C
Corridor layout
The yyarder was riggged with a ru
unning skylinee setup in a 41 m long corrridor and 17 % slope (fig.2
2). The
term rrunning skylinne refers to a yarding systtem of two orr more suspen
nded moving lines (mainlin
ne and
haulback line). Onnce properly tensioned,
t
theese lines prov
vide lift and travel
t
to the lloaded or unloaded
carriaage. The end--block was rig
gged 6.4 m abbove the groun
nd. Maximum
m deflection aat mid-slope was
w 5.2
m. Fiive small logss were laid ou
ut on permaneently marked course. The first at 10m, the second at
a 15m,
the thhird at 21 m, thhe fourth at 30
0m and the fiffth at 37 m. A solid 1.5 m high
h obstacle w
was placed beetween
the seecond and thirrd logs. Obtaiining lift withh a running sk
kyline requirees simultaneouus tensioning of the
mainlline and the haulback line. This tension nneeds to be maintained
m
wh
hile using the same lines to
o move
the caarriage to and fro, requiring significantly more skill thaan simply win
nching the logss in.

Figure 2: Layyout of the traiining corridor
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3.2 Study measurements
The study was repeated over 3 days. After initial instruction on the functioning of the winch and winch
controls, each of the 3 subjects had to yard all five logs to the landing area, giving one replication. In total
there were 6 replications of the 5 logs per subject.
Performance was measured for each replication in two ways. Firstly, a time study was made for each
subject and replication using SIWORK 3 software on an Allegro™ datalogger. The cycle times for each
log were recorded according to the breakdown given in table 2. The five cycle times (1 for each log)
were summed to give the replication time.
Table 2: Breakdown of variables used in the time study

Variable

Description

Out-haul

the time required for the empty carriage to travel from landing
to each log’s position – starts when the carriage leaves the
position next to the tower, ends when the carriage stops on the
slope

Line-out

the time required for pulling the drop line out of the carriage to
the log – ends when the drop line has reached the log

Choke

the time required to hook the log – ends when the choker
releases the hook

Haul-in

the time required to yard the logs to the landing - ends when
the carriage stops next to the tower

Targeting

The time required to release the drop line once the carriage has
stopped over the landing area, ends when the log touches the
ground within the target area and the drop line is slack

Un-choking

the time required to release the chokers and lift them back
close to the carriage ends when the dechoker releases the hook
– new observation

Delay

All time not included in the above mentioned categories

Secondly, a wireless 3.5 kN dynamometer was attached to the end block to continuously measure the
tension in the lines, and provide some indication of the ‘smoothness’ of the operation (fig 2 – left).
Tension spikes should be avoided as they can cause system failure, breaking the guylines or snapping the
mainline or haul-back line. The ability to operate with low tension is one of the main advantages of the
running skyline.
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Figgure 3 (left) th
he wireless dyn
namometer attaached to the en
nd-block, (righ
ht) rigging the eend-block at 6 m.

4 Ressults
The combination off time and ten
nsion monitoriing provided useful
u
profiless in assessing the regularity
y of the
operattion. Continuoous tension lo
ogging makes all spikes exp
plicit, while th
he simultaneouus time study makes
it posssible to identiify the work operation
o
respponsible (fig.4
4) Results on
n the time connsumption perr cycle
were consistent witth expectation
ns, showing a clear decreasse with each replication
r
of 5 log batch (ffig. 5).
For suubject A, whoo has experien
nce with joystiick operated forestry
f
machiines, time is qquickly reduceed, and
by thee 5th repetitionn, it equals th
he time consuumption of thee instructor (ssubject C). Suubject B also shows
rapid improvementt, with time consumption
c
ccontinually deecreasing with
h each repetitition. The instructor
showeed consistent time
t
consump
ption over all rrepetitions, which was to bee expected.

Figurre 4 –Continuous force and tiime profiles forr subjects B & C, repetition 2 and 6 respecctively. For sub
bject B
pike of 350 kgff (7-8 times thee control valuee) was measureed.
reepetition 2, a sp

With regard to thee tensile forcee measuremennts from the dynamometerr, subject A iis able to hallve the
cumullative tensile force experienced after jusst 1 repetition. From repetittion 2 and onw
nwards, perforrmance
is indistinguishablee from the insttructor (subjecct C). Subjectt B also showss substantial iimprovement after 3
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repetiitions, and rem
mains more co
onstant after tthe third. The improvements in cumulatiive tensile forrce are
more remarkable considering
c
th
hat time conssumption decrreases simultaaneously, therreby indicatin
ng real
repetiition on repetition improvem
ment.

Figurre 5 A (left) Tim
me consumptio
on (s) by subjeect and repetitiion, B (right) Cumulative
C
tennsile force mea
asured
over thee entire repetitiion (5 logs), by
y subject and repetition
r

5 Discussion
This ppresentation reeports on experiences gaineed from using
g the mini yard
der in trainingg teams of opeerators
over tthe past 2 yeaars. The yarder is used in tteaching and understanding
g rigging theoory and practice, the
functiionality of thee drums and liines, and the w
working princciples of the carriage.
c
Oper
erators get to use
u the
same control system
m as for the fu
ull size versioon, and thereby gain a good
d feel for the m
machine witho
out the
dangeers of the highh tensile forcess otherwise prresent in norm
mal working co
onditions.
This sstudy shows that rapid improvements in understanding and motoricc function cann be made in a short
time, and in a safe environment. Performancee figures appro
oached those of
o the expert iinstructor afteer only
6 repllications. This is importan
nt for future eexpansion of tower yarder activity in N
Norway, wherre new
entrannts have little or no experien
nce with yardi
ding.
For reesearch and educational
e
pu
urposes, the uunit provides an excellent basis for testting new rigg
ging or
operatting techniquees, but is also
o useful in teaaching time sttudy and systeems analysis tto graduate sttudents
or research assistannts.
The O
Owren mini yaarder has been
n used numeroously at forestt and career ex
xhibitions, andd has proven to
t be a
crowdd-puller in atttracting peoplle to take a ccloser look at the technolog
gy. This is ann invaluable role
r
in
stimullating potentiaal new entreprreneurs in connsider yarding
g as an interestting and viablle choice.
Presenntly, a novel carriage concept (with yardder controlled
d slackpulling capacity, butt requiring on
nly two
winchh drums) is beeing constructted to the sam
me scale by th
he Norwegian
n Forest and L
Landscape Institute,
and thhe mini yardder will play an integral ppart in testing
g the prototyp
pe before a fu
full scale verssion is
develooped.
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